Fun Page
How much did you learn?
The answers to all these questions can be found in the
newsletter...see if you can remember!
1. What do Bluetits use to make nests?

Why is the sea
so powerful?
Because it has so many
mussels!

2. What is the name given to the study of birds?

What do you call a
whale band?
An orca-stra!

3. Give another name for birds feathers?
4. Are seals fish?
5. Name three enemies of the seal.
6. What is the latin name for common or river otter?
7. Do otters have webbed feet?
8. Name a habitat where you could find Marram grass?

What bird is good at making bread?
A dough-dough!

9. Name the Baltimore Lifeboat.

Why didn’t the shark eat
the clown fish?

10. What is the name given to a group of Jellyfish?

Because he tasted funny!

11. Name the slowest fish in the sea.

Do dolphins do things
by accident?
No, they do them on porpoise.

12. What is the smallest fish in the sea?
13. What does water turn into when frozen?
14. Name Sherkin Island Marine Station’s new DVD.
15. Finish the title of this book ‘A Beginner’s Guide to Ireland’s __.
16. Name the brown seaweed that has jagged edges like a saw.
17. To save water when washing the car should you use a hose
or a bucket?
18. If you see only red flags on a beach is it safe to swim?

Why do sharks swim
in salt water?
Because pepper makes them sneeze!
What’s grey, has four legs, a
tail, a trunk, but is only an
inch tall?
A mouse on vacation.

Answers: (1) Moss,grass,wool & hair (2) Ornithology (3) Plumage (4) No (5)
Sharks, killer whales, humans (6) Lutra lutra (7) Yes (8) Sand dunes (9) The
Hilda Jarrett (10) Smack (11) Seahorse (12) Goby (13) Ice (14) ‘On the Water’s
Edge’ (15) Seashore (16) Serrated Wrack (17) A bucket (18) No.

What am I saying....?
Have fun with
your friends
making up a
title for this
picture of a
rhinoceros!

Spot the five differences!
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